## Summer 2016 English Major Offerings

### EXTENDED SUMMER (MAY 16 – JUNE 27)

- **ENGL 110.01**: Intro to Academic Writing – ONLINE Warnick
- **ENGL 495.01**: Field Internship – Holmes

### SUMMER I (JUNE 3 – JULY 2)

- **ENGL 110.02**: Intro to Academic Writing – MTWRF 10:00-11:45 Fitzwilliam
- **ENGL 110.03**: Intro to Academic Writing – ONLINE Scott-Copses
- **ENGL 313.01**: African American Literature – ONLINE Frazier
- **ENGL 370.01**: American Regionalism – TWR 4:30-7:30 Duvall

### SUMMER II (JULY 7 – AUGUST 5)

- **ENGL 110.04**: Intro to Academic Writing – ONLINE Collins-Frohlich
- **ENGL 223.01**: Fiction Writing I – ONLINE McCollum

*NOTE: all courses offerings are subject to enrollment and could be canceled*